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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a software engineering project which evolved from certain critical control appli-
cations. Its goal is to improve a professional practice in the design and implementation of safe, reliable
computer systems. This is to be achieved by development of a proper methodology together with sup-
porting software tools. Since this methodology is addressed to practitioners, it must be not “too aca-
demic” but at the same time theoretically sound.

1  Introduction

Software systems are undoubtedly among the most complex artifacts made by humankind but also among the

least trustworthy. These two facts are clearly related. Errors in software are not caused by a fundamental lack of our

knowledge. In principle, we know everything about the effect of each instruction that is executed. Software errors are

caused by our inability to fully understand all the interrelations within these complex products.

Many software systems are offered to the market though their producers know that these products are not error-

free. Such a situation is not acceptable, especially in safety-critical applications  systems must work when needed.

The purpose of the project being described in this paper is to investigate the whole process of software construction

(“from requirements specification to program presentation”) and to suggest a possible approach which may result in a

well documented, good quality software.

This paper is an extended version of [12]. In particular, in appendices we present several examples in order to il-

lustrate better the described methods. The research presented here was originated by early works on “information hid-

ing” by D.L. Parnas [20, 21], an experience resulted from the Software Cost Reduction project (A-7E) at the Naval

Research Laboratory [3, 4, 7, 8, 19], recent involvement of Parnas in investigating of the shutdown software at the

Ontario Hydro's Darlington Nuclear Power Generating Station [23, 27], and by our cooperation with Parnas, primari-

ly in years 1990-91 [5, 13, 24, 25].

1.1  The A-7E experience

The purpose of the A-7E project was to redesign and rebuild the operational flight program for the Navy’s A-7

aircraft in order to evaluate the applicability of new software engineering techniques for embedded real-time systems.

It gave a chance to practically verify a number of ideas developed by scientists, and has resulted in the extended liter-

ature and some follow-up works. The A-7E project was conducted by the Naval Research Laboratory and the Naval

Weapons Center, Washington, DC in the late 70th and early 80th, but international Software Cost Reduction work-

shops (having as a main goal reporting new work in extending the A-7 model) are still being organized, and our cur-

rent research is strongly influenced by the early SCR work at NRL.

The project is too large and complex to be even briefly described here but let us at least mention a few observa-

tions resulting from the A-7E experience, and having an impact on our work presented in the rest of this paper.

• An adequate communication and specification language between specialists in different areas is crucial (pilots ver-

sus computer specialists, in this case). It must be precise, yet understandable. Hence, (a) only simple, traditional

mathematics is preferable, (b) tabular notation is very useful.
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• A decomposition of a complex problem into smaller subproblems is indispensable. A proper modularization is very

important, and the “black box” approach seems to be the good one.

• In safety critical control applications a mere testing of software is not sufficient and a form of formal verification

must be also required.

• A proper documentation in software engineering is critical.

1.2  The Darlington experience

Current Canadian design practice in the nuclear industry requires three systems that are capable of shutting down

the reactor in the case of an incident. The main reactivity control system (which controls the production of power)

monitors the performance of the plant and can also cause power generation to stop if anything goes wrong. In addi-

tion, there are two safety (shutdown) systems; their only task is to shut the system down if anything abnormal occurs.

During normal operation the two shutdown systems have no function other than collecting and displaying data to be

used in determining if the plant is functioning as it should.

In earlier Canadian reactors the shutdown systems were not computerised but constructed of analogue devices

and relays. They were simple, easily studied, and trustworthy. However, this technology requires a lot of equipment

and also could not perform sophisticated checking procedures. At the Darlington Nuclear Power Generation Station

in Ontario, the two shutdown systems were, for the first time, implemented in software. This software was ready

much earlier than the rest of the plant, had been tested thoroughly, and was considered by its owner  Ontario Hydro

 to be safe to use. The Atomic Energy Control Board of Canada, however, was not willing to give the licence to op-

erate the plant until they were convinced of the correctness of the shutdown software. Though the code itself was not

too long, it was quite complex, and the requirements documentation was neither complete nor precise enough. As a

result, the manufacturer was asked to produce a mathematical requirements document using [8] as a model. This doc-

ument was reviewed by nuclear safety experts. It was also agreed that precise program documentation would be pro-

duced and used as the basis for an inspection procedure.

That was an expensive and painful process1, involving some 60 people for several months. The lessons learned

from the Darlington experience confirmed most of the A-7E observations, inspired our research described in the fol-

lowing sections, and in particular led to the development of the Display Method (cf. Section 5).

2  Fun paradigm

The project we are currently involved in (called the Fun-Project, from the term “functional approach” [25]) is

based on the premise that professional documentation for the development of computer systems containing complex

software can consist of representations of certain mathematical functions and relations, often presented in a tabular

notation. In the following sections some basic ideas about the functional approach to documentation of computer sys-

tems are briefly introduced.

2.1  Documentation in computer system design

The starting point for a system design should be a description of the environment in which the system is to be

used and a description of the system’s required behavior. In our approach the system is modelled as a dynamic one,

i.e., as a state machine that monitors and controls certain aspects of its environment2. Those aspects determine the en-

vironmental quantities of interest. There may be physical constraints on those quantities, and the computer system

will be required to further restrict them. All this information is recorded in the system requirements document. Next,

certain decisions are to be made, and recorded in the system design document, about hardware that will be used. This

1. Some details about it can be found e.g. in [23, 27].
2. The state of the system is a total function of time.
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document describes the interfaces to  the  I/O devices by presenting the relations between the I/O registers and the en-

vironmental quantities. The software designer’s job is to implement a mapping from computer inputs to computer

outputs such that the required relation between the environmental quantities of interest is satisfied. The system re-

quirements and system design documents can be combined into a single one, called the software requirements docu-

ment. In such an approach a design of a computer system begins with a “black-box” description of the system as a

whole, a “clear-box” description of the hardware architecture, and a “black-box” description of the software (cf. [5, 7,

8, 24, 25]).

Non-trivial software systems are designed and constructed by teams, each representing certain knowledge and

experience. Hence, an important task is to subdivide the whole construction job into several smaller work assign-

ments. Each assignment is to design  and later on to implement  a module, consisting of an internal (private, hid-

den) data structure and a group of programs. Those programs of the module which can be used from outside this

module form an abstract interface of this module and are called the module’s access-programs; they are the only

means to access the internal data structure of the module. Our approach to specification of module interfaces (the

trace assertion method; in short: TAM) is briefly discussed in Section 3. The structure of the software system, present-

ed in a software module guide [4], should indicate the design decisions and describe “secrets” of each module.

For every implementation of a module there should be a document describing the module internal design, i.e., the

internal data structures and the effect of the module's access-programs on the state of that structure (cf. Section 4).

Programs within modules should be presented and documented in a way allowing their inspection and maintenance.

For this purpose we propose the display method (cf. Section 5).

2.2  Functional approach  four relations model

The contents of all mentioned above documents are defined in [24, 25]. These papers contain a more general dis-

cussion of the role and the structure of documentation in software engineering. Below we present some intuition be-

hind it and explain certain basic concepts. In particular, the four relations: NAT, REQ, IN, and OUT are informally

introduced.

2.2.1 The system requirements document

The values of environmental quantities of interest (those to be measured and/or controlled) change with time.

Hence, each of them can be expressed as a time-function in the way that is usual in engineering (i.e., by modelling

time as a set of real numbers). The association between the physical quantities of interest and their mathematical rep-

resentations must be carefully defined. Having done that, we may now express in terms of binary relations:

• constraints on the values of environmental quantities placed by nature and previously installed systems (the re-

lation called NAT), and

• further constraints on the values of environmental quantities, which the system under construction is required

to impose (the relation called REQ).

The domain of these relations consists of monitored state functions, m = (m1, …, mq), where each mi corresponds

to the i-th monitored quantity, while the range consists of controlled state functions, c = (c1, …, cp), where each ci

corresponds to the i-th controlled quantity. If the same quantity is to be both monitored and controlled, this fact must

be specified by NAT.

The requirements should specify behavior for all cases that can arise, but at the same time should not demand the

impossible. Hence, we introduce a notion of feasibility of REQ with respect to NAT: nature allows at least the required

behavior; it does not mean, however, that the functions involved are computable or that a practical implementation is

possible.
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2.2.2 The system design document

The next step is to identify the computers within the computer system and describe how they communicate, with

emphasis on the peripheral devices. Hence, new sets of quantities are distinguished – input and output registers –

which are also represented by time-functions. The additional environmental quantities can be classified as follows:

• inputs, quantities that are read by the computers in the system, associated with input registers on those comput-

ers, and represented by a tuple i = (i1, …, iu);

• outputs, quantities whose values are set by the computers in the system, associated with output registers on

those computers, and represented by a tuple o = (o1, …, ov).

The physical interpretation of the inputs and their connection with the monitored quantities should be specified

by a relation called IN, whereas the effects of the outputs and their connection with the controlled quantities are spec-

ified by a relation called OUT.

2.2.3 The software requirements document

This document can be seen as a combination of the two previously described documents, and hence it would con-

tain the four relations: NAT, REQ (feasible with respect to NAT), IN, and OUT. The software implementation will

yield a system with input-output behavior that can be described by yet another relation, SOF. It means, in particular,

that:

• domain(SOF) contains all physically possible instances of i, i.e., domain(SOF) ⊇ range(IN);

• range(SOF) contains all possible instances of o, i.e., range(SOF) ⊆ domain(OUT).

SOF will be a function if the software is to be deterministic.

The resulting software must satisfy all the requirements expressed by the relations. Hence, the following should

hold:

(NAT ∩ (IN • SOF • OUT)) ⊆ REQ (*)

If the relations REQ, IN, OUT, and SOF are functions, we can use functional notation to rewrite (*) as follows:

∀m [ (m ∈ domain(NAT)) ⇒ (REQ(m) = OUT(SOF(IN(m)))) ] (**)

The writers of the requirements document must deliver NAT, REQ, IN, and OUT, whereas the implementors de-

termine SOF and verify (*) or (**). A document of this type will require natural language in the description of the en-

vironmental quantities, but can otherwise be precise and mathematical. The use of natural language in the definition

of the physical interpretation of mathematical variables is unavoidable and quite usual in engineering.

3  The trace assertion method for module interface specification

As already mentioned, software should be hierarchically structured and consist of a collection of information-

hiding modules, each one of them introduces a new type of objects and forms an abstract data type. A module inter-

face specification gives a complete “black-box” description of the behavior of the module’s objects allowing design-

ers of other modules to do their work without having any knowledge about the internal structure of the module. Hence

only externally observable features of objects introduced by a module should be described on this level of abstraction.

The trace assertion method (in short: TAM) is a formal method for abstract specification of interfaces of modules

which fulfills the above stated requirements. The method was first presented by Bartussek and Parnas [1], and then in-

vestigated and modified a number of times (e.g. [26]). A revised and updated version of TAM is under preparation

[11]; prototype software tools supporting its practical application are already in use [10].
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3.1  Traces

An object in TAM behaves like a finite state machine (a Mealy machine)3, i.e., it has states, produces outputs,

and can be affected by events. An external observer can perceive only events affecting the object and the outputs pro-

duced in response to these events. A (feasible) trace is a finite sequence of pairs (E,O), where E is an event, and O is

the respective output. In the case of deterministic behavior of the object (to which case we will limit our discussion in

this paper) we do not need to include outputs in traces and hence a trace is written as follows:

E1.E2. … .En

The dot is also used as an operator defined on traces. If T1 and T2 are traces then T1.T2 is a trace obtained by con-

catenation of T1 and T2. The empty sequence is called the empty trace and denoted by “_” (the underscore).

From the “black-box” point of view all traces after which the future behavior of the object is the same, are obser-

vationally equivalent. They can be grouped together and represented by a single canonical trace. Since we adopted a

finite state machine model, the number of possible equivalence classes is finite and hence the number of canonical

traces is also finite. A canonical trace represents the abstract value of the object.

3.2  Trace specifications

A module implements homogenous and independent objects. Hence, we may assume that there is only one, ge-

neric, object in a module. It communicates with other modules by means of:

• access-programs  a set of programs that can be used by objects from other modules to provide information

to, and/or receive information from the object;

• input variables  a vector of external variables that the object observes;

• output variables  a vector of variables whose values are computed by the object and can be observed exter-

nally.

Thus, the following events can affect an object:

• access-program invocations  calls of access-programs with actual arguments,

• input variable events  selected changes of values of the input variables;

and the following outputs can be produced by an object:

• values returned by access-program invocations via arguments and/or directly,

• values of output variables.

A trace specification consists of five sections discussed below (c.f. Appendix A and E).

The Characteristic Section

It lists specific features of the module (e.g. the name of the specified type, parameters, foreign types, if any).

The Syntax Section

It presents:

• a list of input and output variables, and a definition of input variable events,

• a list of access-programs with a description of arguments and outputs produced by each access-program.

The Canonical Trace Section

It contains a definition of the set of canonical traces (in terms of the characteristic predicate). If auxiliary func-

tions are introduced to simplify the specification, their definitions should be written in this section as well.

3. A more detailed discussion on fundamentals of TAM is to be found in [14].
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The Equivalence Section

It contains a definition of the trace equivalence relation by describing a set of extension functions that map from

single event extensions of canonical traces to the equivalent canonical traces (and status tokens, giving additional in-

formation for the designers of the module). For each access-program we first specify the intended invocations by de-

fining the “legality” function, returning a status token (%legal% for the intended case, %fatal% for invocations not

guaranteeing termination). Next, we assume arguments leading to the token %legal% and only for such a domain we

specify the value of the extension function, i.e., a new canonical trace. If the value of status token is different from

%legal% and %fatal%, then we assume that the canonical trace stays the same.

The Return Value Section

It contains a definition of the output relation, i.e., a specification of returned values different than those being de-

fined by the module. It is a relation, and not a function, since in a general case we allow non-determinism here. If the

invocation is not legal (the token is different than %legal%), the returned values can be stated as undefined.

3.3  Miscellaneous

Writing non-trivial specifications is not an easy task. We need software tools supporting preparation of documen-

tation, and in particular for checking the correctness of a specification against its syntax and semantics. Some work

on such tools is briefly described in Section 7.

4  Internal design of modules specified by the trace assertion method

Before an implementation of a module begins, but after a programming language is decided, a “clear-box” spec-

ification of that module is to be written. It should reveal the module’s “secret” by defining the internal data structure

to be used for the representation of the abstract values, and the effects of events in terms of state changes of this data

structure, described by the program functions. The mapping from concrete states of the internal data structure to ab-

stract states of objects (canonical traces) is described by the abstraction function. The correctness of the internal de-

sign with respect to the interface specification must be verified.

Mathematical concepts and the terminology used here are adopted from early papers by Hoare [9] and Mills [17,

18]. Details about the internal design are presented in [15].

4.1  Preliminaries

Changes of the concrete states are expressed by program functions (as introduced by Mills).

An internal design of a module must be consistent with the interface specification of this module (c.f. Appendix

C). In particular, the following diagram should commute [25] (where ds1 and ds2 denote data structure’s states, and T1

and T2 denote canonical traces):

Commutation of the diagram constitutes a proof obligation for the given internal design.

T1 extension function for event e T2
������������������• •

abstraction abstraction
function function

�������������������• •
ds1 program function for event e ds2
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4.2  The structure of the internal design document

A collection of facts and decisions common to all internal design documents for a given project must be grouped

together and precede those documents; this collection is called Project Guide. It should contain, in particular:

• a choice of programming language (in the examples in Appendices: standard Pascal),

• the matching between built-in abstract types and concrete types of the chosen programming language (in our

examples: <int> integer, <bool> boolean).

Each internal design document consists of sections described below (cf. Appendix D and F).

The Characteristic Section

It lists specific features of the module and is similar to the Characteristic Section in a trace specification.

The Data Structure Section

It contains several (often optional) subsections describing the data structure, its initial values and constraints.

The Abstraction Function Section

It defines an abstraction function, af.

The Program Function Section

It presents (usually in a tabular form) program functions for each access-program. In this and other sections we

use the following notational convention: “ ‘s ” (to be read: “s before”) denotes the value of the argument “s” before

the invocation of an access-program, whereas “ s’ ” (to be read: “s after”) denotes its value after the invocation4.

5  The display method for precise documentation of programs

Even after the best decomposition of software into modules we may still end up with programs whose internal

behavior can be difficult to understand and thus hard to review and/or to modify. We believe that programs should be

documented precisely, systematically and readably, making their verification and maintenance feasible and relatively

simple. One of possible ways of achieving this goal is to use the approach advocated by the Display Method. This

method is an improved version of the technique used in the inspection of safety-critical shutdown software for the

Darlington Nuclear Power Generation Station in Ontario, Canada [23].

In the following sections this method will be briefly explained and illustrated by a simple example (Appendix D).

A complete discussion of the Display Method is to be found in [27].

5.1  The main idea

A successful program has more readers than writers. The Display Method is based on a very simple idea  to

understand a program we should present it in small portions (“displays”), in such a way that each portion can be stud-

ied without looking at the others. At the same time, however, we have to ensure that they fit together to make the

whole program correct.

A well-structured program can usually be written as a short text in which names of other programs (subpro-

grams) may appear. These subprograms can also be short and can include the names of other subprograms. By a dis-

play we mean a concise document that consists of the following three parts:

• P1: a specification for the program presented in this display,

• P2: the program itself with possibly names of subprograms appearing in this text; we say that these subpro-

4. Note that ‘s and s’, as mathematical variables, could have been replaced by other symbols, but we would then have to estab-
lish an explicit correspondence between those symbols and the arguments of the access-program.

df df
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grams are invoked in this display,

• P3: specifications of all subprograms invoked in P2 that are not known5.

Note that a name appearing in the program P2 may represent a procedure call (in which case it will usually be

followed by actual parameters) but may also be treated as a macro call, to be replaced by a sequence of instructions.

In either case, the construction of the resulting program by merging the P2 parts of all displays should be a simple op-

eration that can be done automatically.

To avoid repetition of information in several displays, we introduce a separate document, a lexicon, which con-

tains definitions of terms used in the program being documented. It will include definitions of any mathematical func-

tions, programs constants, types, etc. that are used in more than one display.

Next, we say that:

• a display is correct if the program in P2 will satisfy the specification in P1, provided that the subprograms in-

voked in P2 satisfy the specifications given in P3,

• a set of displays is complete if, for each specification of a subprogram that is found in P3 of a display, there ex-

ists another display in which this specification is in P1,

• a set of displays is correct if (1) the set of displays is complete, and (2) all displays are correct.

A display can be supplemented by an additional part, P4, that contains a demonstration of its correctness. This

could be either a description of the informal reasoning or a more formal argument. The existence of this additional

section would make the reviewer’s task simpler.

The Display Method can be used with any specification technique. In our present works we use a refinement of

Mills’ approach6 [17], since we found it suitable for large programs. Mills does not include axiomatic descriptions of

programming language statements among his basic definitions. Instead, he assumes that the programs, from which

other programs are constructed, can be described by mathematical functions or relations. Since this assumption is val-

id for all programs, one can apply Mills’ approach even when the component programs are quite long and complex.

This allows the same method to be used for well-structured programs of any size, while many other methods do not

deal with the problem of how to assemble small programs into large ones.

In documentation, the notation is very important; documents are to be read by experts from a variety of fields and

should be easily understood. Our approach, as it was already mentioned, is based on the use of tables to describe

mathematical functions, relations, and sets [22] in a more readable manner.

5.2  Miscellaneous

Originally, the Display Method was intended for program presentation. It soon became clear that we should use it

while developing programs  documenting programs using this method can result in significant improvements of

their quality. However, we believe that tool support is needed to make it practical for real applications.

6  Examples

The Appendices contain examples illustrating the described documents. The syntax of trace specifications is

demonstrated in Appendix A. It contains the specification of a simple software module implementing limited stacks

of integers. The specification is parameterized with the capacity of a stack. Some syntax aspects of the document are

explained in comments. These comments are attached only for the purpose of this presentation and do not constitute

part of the specification.

The internal design for the stack module is given in Appendix B. It is preceded by the Project Guide which deliv-

5. A known program is one that does not require a specification since its semantics is assumed to be known.
6. Although Mills is the best known proponent of this approach, similar ideas were independently discovered by many others.
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ers information common for all modules within one project.

According to formal documentation methodology consistency of a trace specification and its internal design

should be formally verified. The way this verification should proceed is outlined in Appendix C.

The Display Method is illustrated in Appendix D with a set of displays for a small program inverting a list of n ≥
1 integers, a1, …, an. Inversion is correct if for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai’ = ‘an − i + 1. This problem is solved with a help of a

stack (as introduced in Appendix A).

A more elaborated example of a trace specification is presented in the last two Appendices. It specifies a device

interface module. The device is the Attitude Director Indicator  one of the displays in the cockpit of the A-7 air-

craft. The example serves two purposes. First, since it is one of the device interface modules specified in the A-7E

documentation [3], it shows changes in the semantics and syntax of the trace assertion method. Second, it demon-

strates the use of input and output variables. Generally, the specification follows that from [6], which closely follows

the original one. The significant alteration concerns the interpretation of output variables. In [3, 6] the specification

does not differentiate between environmental output variables which have physical interpretation and output variables

created solely for methodological reasons. In our approach output variables are understood as a means to communi-

cate the outputs by hardware [16] and are not used for other purposes. The other difference concerns the semantics of

input events. In our approach the changes of input variables values are atomic [2], whereas in [3, 6] an input event

may simultaneously change values of a number of input variables. This aspect is not, however, observable in the ex-

ample specification.

More advanced applications of TAM are presented in other papers on this method (e.g. [2]).

7  Concluding Remarks

New methods and their foundations are being developed “by definition” at universities and scientific institutions.

If, however, a method is to be verified on industrial examples and needs advanced supporting software tools, the uni-

versity environment is not so suited any more. Scientists, teachers, and students do a very good job when working on

a new, exciting idea. But at the end, a student wants a degree, a scientist needs publications; they are not interested in

“dirty” aspects of practical work like finishing some tedious implementation details, writing documentation, meeting

dead-lines, etc. In the case of tasks requiring a team work, we face additionally tremendous management problems:

the job is to be done by people who are not really paid for such a work and hence it is very difficult to execute it. In

the extreme case students simply disappear without leaving any useful results of their activities.

Knowing all those difficulties, we are trying, however, to build a set of integrated tools for the methods being de-

veloped within the Fun-Project7. This set contains at present:

• Fun-Spec  an editor supporting the Trace Assertion Method,

• Fun-Inter  an editor supporting the Internal Design, and

• PDS (“Prototype Display System”)  a system supporting the Display Method.

For the first two tools we decided to use the Synthesizer Generator [29] as a development platform, because it

provides all necessary mechanisms and significantly reduces time and effort needed to develop an editor. There were

also other factors which determined our choice (e.g., a friendly user interface, a support for structural and textual ed-

iting, a chance to express and check various semantic properties). The Synthesizer Generator creates a “ready-to-run”

editor according to the grammar and certain rules prepared by the designer of the editor. We have used the prototype

versions of Fun-Spec and Fun-Inter for testing and education; we are quite satisfied with the results. It became obvi-

ous, however, that we should extend these tools by various other functionalities, in particular to allow more advanced

7. The Fun-Project is conducted jointly at the Warsaw University and the Universitè du Quèbec à Hull. There are also tool
projects at McMaster University, supervised by D.L. Parnas.
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verification of the specification, including its animation [10, 28].

PDS is a different tool, since we need not just an editor but a system supporting both the designers and reviewers

of programs, including management aids. After the initial experiments with the first version of PDS, we are at present

developing PDS+, in which, in particular, a commercial data base system will be incorporated.

While designing and implementing all these tools, we sometimes have to clarify and modify certain syntactical

and semantic aspects of the methods. While applying the methods, we tempt also to modify them, what implies of

course also a need for modification of tools. All this makes the whole project quite challenging (and never ending!).
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Appendix A

Integer Stack Module

Informal Introduction

The specified module implements limited stacks of integers. PUSH puts its argument on the top of the stack. POP

removes the top element without returning its value. TOP returns the top integer without changing the stack at all.

(0) CHARACTERISTICS

• type specified: <stack>

• parameters: max: <int>

(1) SYNTAX

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

(2) CANONICAL TRACES

canonical(T)  ⇔ ∃n: <int>; x1,…,xn: <int> (T = [PUSH(*, xi)]  ∧ n ≤ max)

Comments:

Names of types are written in angle brackets. The parameter “max” specifies the capacity of stacks; <int> is a
built-in integer type.

Program Name Arg#1 Arg#2 Value Type

PUSH <stack>:VO <int>:V

POP <stack>:VO

TOP <stack>:V <int>

Comments:

The descriptor “V” means that the value of the argument may be used by the program. The descriptor “O”
means that a value will be returned in this argument.

Comments:

- The abstract value of a stack can be represented as a possibly empty sequence of invocations of the access-

program PUSH, with the first argument (the name of the stack) being irrelevant and hence replaced by the

symbol “*”. (We will be using “*” to replace an obvious or irrelevant information in other contexts, as well.)

- The notation “[Q(i)] ” describes the trace Q(1).….Q(n), if n > 0, and the empty trace, if n ≤ 0.

- The depth of the stack is limited by the value of the parameter “max”.

n
i = 1

n
i = 1
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(3) EQUIVALENCES

legality(PUSH(T, x)) =

PUSH(T➘, x) = T.PUSH(*, x)

legality(POP(T)) =

POP(T➘) = T1 where T1: <stack>; x: <int> (T = T1.PUSH(*, x))

legality(TOP(T)) =

(4) RETURN VALUES

TOP(T)➘ = x where T1: <stack>; x: <int> (T = T1.PUSH(*, x))

Condition Value

length(T) = max %full%

length(T) < max %legal%

Condition Value

T = _ %empty%

T ≠ _ %legal%

Condition Value

T = _ %empty%

T ≠ _ %legal%

Comments:

- The function length is built-in. It returns the number of events in the trace being its argument.

- The argument being defined is tagged with “➘”; hence the notation “PUSH(T➘, x) = Q” means: “If we ex-

tend the canonical trace T by the event PUSH(*, x), then Q will be the resulting new canonical trace”.

- There is no extension function specified for TOP, since the invocation of this access-program does not

change a state of the object at all; Arg#1 of TOP has a single descriptor V (cf. the Syntax Section).

Comments:

The value returned by the invocation of TOP (“TOP(T)➘”), x, is equal to the second argument of the last
PUSH in the canonical trace T.
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Appendix B

Integer Stack Project Guide

IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE

Pascal

BUILT-IN TYPES

<int> integer.

Integer Stack Internal Design Document

Informal Introduction

This is an internal design document of the module Integer Stack specified in Appendix A.

(0) CHARACTERISTICS

• abstract type: <stack>

• features: decentralized, parameterized

• parameters: max: integer

(1) DATA STRUCTURE

DECLARATIONS

EXPORTED type stack = record

t: integer;

els: array[1..max] of integer

 end;

INITIAL VALUES

init_cds: stack → boolean

init_cds(s) s.t = 0

Comments:

The defined correspondence between the built-in abstract type, <int>, and the concrete type, integer, of the
chosen programming language, Pascal, implies that the corresponding abstraction function is known in all
internal design documents of the project and can be used implicitly for type conversion.

Comments:

In a decentralized internal design there exists a separate copy of the data structure for each object and this
copy belongs to the client program which created a given object. The data structure type is exported from the
module.

df

df
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CONSTRAINTS

wfds: stack → boolean

wfds(s) 0 ≤ s.t ≤ max

(2) ABSTRACTION FUNCTION

af: stack → <stack>

af(s)  [PUSH(*, s.els[i])]

(3) PROGRAM FUNCTIONS

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

ppf_PUSH(s, x)

ppf_POP(s) s’.els = ‘s.els ∧ (‘s.t = 0 ⇒ s’.t = 0) ∧ (‘s.t > 0 ⇒ s’.t = ‘s.t − 1)

ppf_TOP(s)  s’ = ‘s ∧ (‘s.t > 0 ⇒ ➘ = ‘s.els[‘s.t])

Comments:

- The identifier “s” is a mathematical variable (an argument of a predicate) and not a programming variable.
- The predicate init_cds defines initial values of the data structure.

- The predicate wfds (“well formed data structure”) constrains the set of states of the internal data structure. It

constitutes the representation invariant. To verify that the internal design is consistent, it has to be proven

that this invariant holds.

Comments:

The predicate wfds need not be stated explicitly in the descriptions of the abstraction function and program
functions. We assume that the constraints will hold in all states encountered.

Program Name Arg#1 Arg#2 Value Type

PUSH <stack>:VO <int>:V

POP <stack>:VO

TOP <stack>:V <int>

‘s.t < max ‘s.t = max

s’.t  = ‘s.t + 1 ‘s.t

s’.els |
s’.els[‘s.t + 1] = ‘x ∧

∀i: integer (1 ≤ i ≤ ‘s.t ⇒ s’.els[i] = ‘s.els[i])
s’.els = ‘s.els

Comments:

- When “ | ” is used in the definition of the “value after”, the entries in that row must be boolean expressions;

the value of the variable must satisfy the predicate described in the relevant column.

- The value returned by the invocation of TOP is denoted by ➘.

- The argument s in the definitions of the program functions stands for a couple (‘s, s’) where ‘s and s’ denote,

respectively, the states of the stack’s data structure before and after a program’s invocation.

df

df
s.t

i 1=

df

df

df
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Appendix C

Consistency with the trace specification

It should be proven that our internal design of the stack module is consistent with the interface specification. In

Section 4.1 we mentioned conditions that must be satisfied to assure this consistency. In this paragraph we show these

conditions as logical formulae. They constitute proof obligations for the internal design.

We start with the program PUSH. First condition addresses the fact that this program preserves the data structure

constraint. For each value of the argument and for each state of the data structure that satisfy the constraint (wfds) and

the legality condition of invocations (legality function is not equal to %fatal%) the next state satisfies the constraint

(wfds). Since the legality function operates on traces, we have to use the abstraction function (af) to map concrete

states of the data structure to the abstract states (canonical traces).

∀x: integer; ‘s, s’: stack (wfds(‘s) ∧ legality(PUSH(af(‘s), x)) ≠ %fatal% ∧ ppf_PUSH(s, x) ⇒ wfds(s’))

The second condition is about the existence of the next state. For each value of the argument and for each state of

the data structure that satisfy the constraint (wfds) and the legality condition of invocations there has to be at least one

final state that satisfies the transition relation (ppf_PUSH).

∀x: integer; ‘s: stack (wfds(‘s) ∧ legality(PUSH(af(‘s), x)) ≠ %fatal% ⇒ ∃s’: stack (ppf_PUSH(s, x)))

The third condition expresses the fact that the diagram from Section 4.1 commutes for the program PUSH. For

each value of the argument and for each pair of states (‘s, s’) of the data structure that satisfy the constraint (wfds), the

legality condition of invocations and the transition relation (ppf_PUSH), transition ‘s → s’ must be consistent with

the extension function from the interface specification.

∀x: integer; ‘s, s’: stack (wfds(‘s) ∧ wfds(s’) ∧ legality(PUSH(af(‘s), x)) ≠ %fatal% ∧ ppf_PUSH(s, x)

⇒ af(s’) = PUSH(af(‘s)➘, x))

Analogous formulae can be constructed for remaining programs (POP, TOP).

The abstraction function should map initial values of the data structure to the empty trace:

∀s: stack (init_cds(s) ⇒ af(s) = _ )

 This condition constitutes another proof obligation.
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Appendix D

Let us consider a problem of inverting a list of n ≥ 1 integers, a1, …, an, i.e., we want a program such that for ev-

ery 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have ai’ = ‘an − i + 1.

(1)  A solution to this problem is presented as a Pascal procedure declaration and its invocation. It is the invocation

that must satisfy the specification. The procedure declaration is preceded by definitions and declarations of need-

ed constants, types and variables, to set up the data structure whose values form the state space. In particular, the

following assumptions are made about the correspondence between the description of the problem and Pascal

programming language entities:

- integer numbers are represented by values of the standard Pascal type integer,

- the length of the list is represented by the constant max ≥ 1,

- the list itself is represented by the value of the variable A of the type

vector = array[1..max] of integer,

- the phrase Integer Stack(stack, max) introduces an instance of the parameterized specification “Integer

Stack”; the name of the type defined by this instance is stack, the value of the parameter (capacity of the stack)

is equal to the value of constant max. Thus programs PUSH, POP and TOP are known and their specification is

not necessary on displays (cf. Section 5.1),

(2)  The following observations and conventions are related to the data state:

- initially, the data state is determined by the values of variables n and A; in the specifications of subprograms we

have new variables (actual parameters): size and V,

- each program function (expressed as a relation Ri) specifies acceptable changes of these values (however con-

stants, by definition, do not change and their values need not be mentioned). If the names of the formal argu-

ments of Ri are clear from the context, they may be omitted,

- each competence set (expressed as a set Ci) identifies those values of the data state for which the termination of

the program is guaranteed,

- the stack s in the procedures PushDown and PopUp, used to reverse the vector V, is assumed to be empty at

the beginning and is required to be empty at the end.

LEXICON

const

max = 1000;

type

vector = array[1..max] of integer;

Integer Stack(stack, max);
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DISPLAY 1

Specification

Program

Procedure declaration:

procedure Reverse(var V: vector; size: integer);

var s: stack;

begin

if size <= max then begin

PushDown(V, s, size);

PopUp(V, s, size)

end

end {Reverse}

Specifications of Subprograms

 END OF DISPLAY 1

Reverse(A, n)

R1(,) = 1 ≤ n ≤ max ⇒ (∀i: integer (1 ≤ i ≤ n ⇒ A’[i] = ‘A[n−i+1]) ∧ NC(n))

PushDown(V, s, size) (on Display 2)

C2() = (‘s = _ ∧ 1 ≤ ‘size ≤ max)

R2(,) = (‘s = _ ∧ 1 ≤ ‘size ≤ max) ⇒ (s’ = [PUSH(*, ‘V[i])] ∧ NC(V, size))

PopUp(V,s,size) (on Display 3)

C3() = 1 ≤ ‘size ≤ max ∧ ∃a1,…,a‘size: integer (‘s = [PUSH(*, ai)] )

R3(,) = (1 ≤ ‘size ≤ max) ⇒
∀a1,…,a‘size: integer (‘s = [PUSH(*, ai)] ⇒

 (s’ = _ ∧ ∀i: integer (1 ≤ i ≤ ‘size ⇒ V’[i] = a‘size−i+1) ∧ NC(size)))

i 1=
‘size

i 1=
‘size

i 1=
‘size
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DISPLAY 2

Specification

Program

Procedure declaration:

procedure PushDown(var V: vector; var s: stack; size: integer);

var i: integer;

begin

for i := 1 to size do

PUSH(s, V[i])

end {PushDown}

Specifications of Subprograms

Empty

 END OF DISPLAY 2

PushDown(V, s, size)

C2() = (‘s = _ ∧ 1 ≤ ‘size ≤ max)

R2(,) = (‘s = _ ∧ 1 ≤ ‘size ≤ max) ⇒ (s’ = [PUSH(*, ‘V[i])] ∧ NC(V, size))

Comments:

If it is clear from the context that the programming variables are a, b, c, . …, then one may write “R(,)” instead
of “R((‘a, ‘b, ‘c, …),(a’, b’, c’, …))”.

i 1=
‘size
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DISPLAY 3

Specification

Program

Procedure declaration:

procedure PopUp(var V: vector; var s: stack; size: integer);

var i: integer;

begin

for i := 1 to size do begin

V[i] := TOP(s); POP(s)

end

end {PopUp}

Specifications of Subprograms

Empty

 END OF DISPLAY 3

PopUp(V, s, size)

C3() = 1 ≤ ‘size ≤ max ∧ ∃a1,…,a‘size: integer (‘s = [PUSH(*, ai)] )

R3(,) = (1 ≤ ‘size ≤ max) ⇒
∀a1,…,a‘size: integer (‘s = [PUSH(*, ai)] ⇒

⇒ (s’ = _ ∧ ∀i: integer (1 ≤ i ≤ ‘size ⇒ V’[i] = a‘size−i+1) ∧ NC(size)))

i 1=
‘size

i 1=
‘size
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Appendix E

DI_FID_ADI Module

Informal Introduction

The Attitude Director Indicator is a display in the aircraft cockpit. An ADI device displays an elevation and an azimuth
displacement from a fixed reference point.

S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(z) causes the indication of azimuth angle z on the ADI.

S_ELEV_IN_VIEW(b) called with b = true causes the ADI elevation indicator to be displayed at the location set by
the last call to S_ELEV_INDICATOR. Called with b = false removes the indicator from view. The in-
dicator will remain out of view until the next call to this program with b = true.

S_ELEV_INDICATOR(e) raises %ADI elev not available% if ADI elevation is not available, and sets the ADI eleva-
tion indicator to e otherwise.

Note: The prefix S_ (SET) is used for programs that affect the future operation of the module, and the prefix G_ (GET)
is used for programs with output parameters.

(0) CHARACTERISTICS

• type specified: <attitude>

• foreign types: <angle>

• features: single-object

• parameters: azimuth_min, azimuth_max, elevation_min, elevation_max: <angle>

(1) SYNTAX

INPUT VARIABLES

Comments:

The DI_FID_ADI module implements only one object of type <attitude>. Since identity of this object is fixed,
it need not be passed as argument of access-programs. However, in order to maintain a uniform notation for
single-object and multiple-object modules, we write this object explicitly as the zeroth argument.

Variable name Type Condition of interest Event

ELEV_AVAIL <bool> true EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL

Comments:

- An input variable event can be either unconditional or conditional. An unconditional input variable event is

used to inform the module about any change of value of this variable. A conditional input variable event is

used to inform the module about a change of value of this variable such that the new value satisfies a given

condition. A condition of interest for an unconditional input variable event has the form of logical constant

true.

- An event name is used in traces to identify an input variable event.
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OUTPUT VARIABLES

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

(2) CANONICAL TRACES

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

eavail: <attitude> → <bool>

eavail(T) count(T,”EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL”) = 1

InBoundsAz: <angle> → <bool>

InBoundsAz(x)  azimuth_min ≤ x ≤ azimuth_max

InBoundsEl: <angle> → <bool>

InBoundsEl(x)  elevation_min ≤ x ≤ elevation_max

ElevInView: <attitude> → <bool>

ElevInView(T) count(T, ”S_ELEV_IN_VIEW”) = 1

(3) EQUIVALENCES

legality(G_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(T, n)) =

Variable name: Type:

ELEV <angle>

Program Name Arg#0 Arg#1

G_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR <attitude>:V <angle>:O

S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR <attitude>:VO <angle>:V

G_ELEV_AVAIL <attitude>:V <bool>:O

G_ELEV_INDICATOR <attitude>:V <angle>:O

S_ELEV_INDICATOR <attitude>:VO <angle>:V

G_ELEV_IN_VIEW <attitude>:V <bool>:O

S_ELEV_IN_VIEW <attitude>:VO <bool>:V

Condition Value

count(T,”S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR”) = 0 %FID not set%

count(T,”S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR”) = 1 %legal%

canonical T( ) e z:<angle> a d m n v, :<int> T= S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR * z,( )[ ]i 1=
a

.(, , ,∃,∃⇔

EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL *( )[ ]i 1=
m

. S_ELEV_INDICATOR * e,( )[ ]i 1=
d

.

S_ELEV_IN_VIEW * true,( )[ ]i 1=
v

. EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL *( )[ ]i 1=
n ∧

0 a 1≤ ≤ 0 v d m 1≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ 0 n d≤ ≤∧ ∧ )

df

df

df

df
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legality(S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(T, z)) =

S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(T➘, z) =

legality(G_ELEV_AVAIL(T, n)) = %legal%

legality(G_ELEV_INDICATOR(T, n)) =

legality(S_ELEV_INDICATOR(T, e)) =

S_ELEV_INDICATOR(T➘, e) =

legality(G_ELEV_IN_VIEW(T, n)) =

Condition Value

¬InBoundsAz(z) %FID display bounds%

InBoundsAz(z) %legal%

Condition Value

count(T,”S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR”) = 0 S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(*,z).T

count(T,”S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR”) = 1

S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(*,z).T1 where

T1: <attitude>; z1: <angle>

(Τ = S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(*,z1). T1)

Condition Value

¬eavail(T) %ADI elev not available%

eavail(T) ∧ count(T,”S_ELEV_INDICATOR”) = 0 %ADI elev not set%

eavail(T) ∧ count(T,”S_ELEV_INDICATOR”) = 1 %legal%

Condition Value

¬InBoundsEl(e) %FID display bounds%

InBoundsEl(e) ∧ ¬eavail(T) %ADI elev not available%

InBoundsEl(e) ∧ eavail(T) %legal%

Condition Value

count(T,”S_ELEV_INDICATOR”) = 0 T.S_ELEV_INDICATOR(*,e)

count(T,”S_ELEV_INDICATOR”) = 1

T1.S_ELEV_INDICATOR(*,e).T2 where

T1,T2: <<attitude>>; e2: <angle>

(T = T1.S_ELEV_INDICATOR(*,e2).T2)

Condition Value

¬eavail(T) %ADI elev not available%

eavail(T) %legal%
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legality(S_ELEV_IN_VIEW(T, d)) =

S_ELEV_IN_VIEW(T➘, d) =

EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL(T➘) =

(4) RETURN VALUES

G_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(T, n➘) = z where z: <angle>; T1:<attitude>
(T = S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(*,z).T1)

G_ELEV_AVAIL(T, n➘) = eavail(T)

G_ELEV_INDICATOR(T, n➘) = e where e: <angle>; T1,T2: <<attitude>>
(T = T1.S_ELEV_INDICATOR(*,e).T2)

G_ELEV_IN_VIEW(T, n➘) = ElevInView(T)

OUTPUT VARIABLES

ELEV(T) =

Condition Value

¬eavail(T) %ADI elev not available%

eavail(T) ∧ count(T,”S_ELEV_INDICATOR”) = 0 %ADI elev not set%

eavail(T) ∧ count(T,”S_ELEV_INDICATOR”) = 1 %legal%

Condition Value

ElevInView(T) ⇔ d T

¬ElevInView(T) ∧ d T.S_ELEV_IN_VIEW(*,true)

ElevInView(T) ∧ ¬d T1 where T1: <attitude> (T = T1.S_ELEV_IN_VIEW(*, true))

Condition Value

∃!Τ1: <attitude> (T = T1.EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL(*)) T1

¬∃Τ1: <attitude> (T = T1.EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL(*)) T.EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL(*)

Condition Value

¬eavail(T) ∨ ¬ElevInView(T) ∨

count(T,”S_ELEV_INDICATOR”) = 0

eavail(T) ∧ ElevInView(T) ∧
count(T,”S_ELEV_INDICATOR”) = 1

e where e: <angle>; T1,T2: <<attitude>>

(T = T1.S_ELEV_INDICATOR(*, e).T2)

Comments:

<<attitude>> denotes the set of all traces of type attitude, while <attitude> consists only of canonical traces.
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Appendix F

DI_FID_ADI Project Guide

IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE

Pascal

BUILT-IN TYPES

<bool> boolean

<int> integer

DI_FID_ADI Internal Design Document

(0) CHARACTERISTICS

• abstract type: <attitude>

• foreign types: <angle>

• features: single-object, centralized

• parameters: azimuth_min, azimuth_max, elevation_min, elevation_max: <angle>

(1) DATA STRUCTURE

DECLARATIONS

az, e: <angle>;

ev_nb, az_nb, ei_nb, eiv_nb: integer;

INITIAL VALUES

init_mds: <angle> × <angle> × integer × integer × integer × integer → boolean

init_mds(az, e, ev_nb, az_nb, ei_nb, eiv_nb) ev_nb = 0 ∧ az_nb = 0 ∧ ei_nb = 0 ∧ eiv_nb = 0

CONSTRAINTS

wfds: <angle> × <angle> × integer × integer × integer × integer → boolean

wfds(az, e, ev_nb, az_nb, ei_nb, eiv_nb) 0 ≤ az_nb ≤ 1 ∧ 0 ≤ eiv_nb ≤ ei_nb ≤ 1 ∧ 0 ≤ ev_nb ≤ 1 ∧

(az_nb = 1 ⇒ InBoundsAz(az)) ∧ (ei_nb = 1 ⇒ InBoundsEl(e))

OUTPUT VARIABLES

ELEV: <angle>;

Comments:

In the centralized internal design of the single-object module there is only one object data structure and it
belongs to the module. The sole object is created by the module before any invocations of its access programs.

df

df

df

df
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(2) ABSTRACTION FUNCTION

af: <angle> × <angle> × integer × integer × integer × integer → <attitude>

af(az, e, ev_nb, az_nb, ei_nb, eiv_nb) [S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(*, az)]az_nb.

.[EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL(*)]ev_first . [S_ELEV_INDICATOR(*, e)]ei_nb.

.[S_ELEV_IN_VIEW(*, true)]eiv_nb . [EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL(*)]ev_last

where ev_first, ev_last: integer ((ev_nb = 1 ⇒ (ev_first = 1 ∧ ev_last = 0)) ∧

((ev_nb = 0 ∧ ei_nb = 1) ⇒ ev_first = ev_last = 1) ∧

((ev_nb = 0 ∧ ei_nb = 0) ⇒ ev_first = ev_last = 0))

(3) PROGRAM FUNCTIONS

INPUT VARIABLES

ppf_EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL  NC(az, e, az_nb, ei_nb, eiv_nb) ∧

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

ppf_G_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(azim)  NC(az, e, ev_nb, az_nb, ei_nb, eiv_nb) ∧

Variable name Type Condition of interest Event

ELEV_AVAIL <bool> true EVENT_ELEV_AVAIL

‘ev_nb = 0 ‘ev_nb = 1

ev_nb’ = 1 0

Program Name Arg#0 Arg#1

G_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR <attitude>:V <angle>:O

S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR <attitude>:VO <angle>:V

G_ELEV_AVAIL <attitude>:V <bool>:O

G_ELEV_INDICATOR <attitude>:V <angle>:O

S_ELEV_INDICATOR <attitude>:VO <angle>:V

G_ELEV_IN_VIEW <attitude>:V <bool>:O

S_ELEV_IN_VIEW <attitude>:VO <bool>:V

‘az_nb = 1 ‘az_nb = 0

azim’ = ‘az

df

df

df
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ppf_S_AZIMUTH_INDICATOR(azim)  NC(e, ev_nb, ei_nb, eiv_nb) ∧

ppf_G_ELEV_AVAIL(b)  NC(az, e, ev_nb, az_nb, ei_nb, eiv_nb) ∧ b’ = (‘ev_nb = 1)

ppf_G_ELEV_INDICATOR(elev)  NC(az, e, ev_nb, az_nb, ei_nb, eiv_nb) ∧

ppf_S_ELEV_INDICATOR(elev)  NC(az, ev_nb, az_nb, eiv_nb) ∧

ppf_G_ELEV_IN_VIEW(b)  NC(az, e, ev_nb, az_nb, ei_nb, eiv_nb) ∧

ppf_S_ELEV_IN_VIEW(d)  NC(az, e, ev_nb, az_nb, ei_nb) ∧

OUTPUT VARIABLES

ELEV =

InBoundsAz(‘azim) ¬InBoundsAz(‘azim)

az_nb’ = 1 ‘az_nb

az’ = ‘azim ‘az

‘ei_nb = ‘ev_nb = 1 ‘ei_nb = 0 ∨ ‘ev_nb = 0

elev’ = ‘e

InBoundsEl(‘elev) ∧
¬InBoundsEl(‘elev)

(‘ev_nb = 1) (‘ev_nb = 0)

ei_nb’ = 1 ‘ei_nb ‘ei_nb

e’ = ‘elev ‘e ‘e

‘ev_nb = 1 ‘ev_nb = 0

b’ = ‘eiv_nb = 1

‘ev_nb = 1 ∧

‘ev_nb = 0(‘ei_nb = 1) ∧
(‘ei_nb = 0)

d ¬d

eiv_nb’ = 1 0 ‘eiv_nb ‘eiv_nb

Comments:

In a single-object module the zeroth argument of an access-program constitutes the module’s data structure
and thus can be omitted from the argument list of the corresponding program function.

ev_nb = 1 ∧ eiv_nb = 1 ∧ ei_nb = 1 ev_nb = 0 ∨ eiv_nb = 0 ∨ ei_nb = 0

e

df

df

df

df

df

df


